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Abstract—Cyber-physical systems have a major role to play
in improving efficiency and safety in transportation networks,
healthcare, energy generation and distribution, among other
fields. The thermal management of such systems is important
since high operating temperature dramatically reduces chip
lifetime; such reduced chip lifetime has obvious cost, reliability
and environmental implications. This paper presents a mechanism for thermal management. We use dynamic voltage scaling
preferentially applied to highly parallel segments of the workload
while continuing to guarantee all hard deadlines. Experimental
results show that when the workload contains time-varying
levels of instruction-level parallelism (as is quite common), this
lightweight algorithm improves chip lifetime over previously
proposed methods. This approach is easy to implement, requires
no hardware modifications and imposes very little overhead.
Keywords—DVFS, Real-time systems, Cyber-physical systems,
Lifetime extension

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The trend in cyber-physical systems (CPS) is towards
running tasks on an integrated computing platform, thereby
pooling hardware resources. Processors in such a platform are
often subject to high thermal stresses due to their substantial
computational workloads and often high ambient temperatures. Such stresses increase device failure rates and truncate
lifetimes (both highly nonlinearly as operating temperatures
rise). This is of especial concern in critical applications where
reliability is vital.
Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) has long
been used for energy saving and thermal management. The typical approach to DVFS in real-time systems has been to apply
it as uniformly as possible to the entire computational task [1],
subject to the need to guarantee meeting task deadlines. The
implicit assumption in such algorithms is that processor power
consumption is roughly constant over time. However, that is
not necessarily true as workloads often exhibit significant timevarying levels of instruction-level parallelism (ILP) [2]. This
results in considerable variability over time in processor power
consumption. The algorithm in this paper is based on the
observation that the gains from voltage and frequency scaling
can be enhanced when taking such variability into account.
This is done by preferentially slowing down the (high-ILP)
higher-power region of the schedule, thereby gaining greater
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energy/temperature reduction (and reduced thermal damage)
for the same extent of slowdown. The ILP level can easily be
monitored using performance counters (measuring the number
of instructions retired per clock cycle) which are a part of most
modern processors, thereby making this a practical approach.
We call this workload-aware DVFS (WA-DVFS); we show that
such an approach enhances the mean chip lifetime.
We make standard assumptions regarding the computational workload. The workload is assumed to be periodic, with
the relative task deadlines equal to their respective periods.
(Integrating sporadic tasks into a periodic framework is fairly
simple.) The worst-case execution time (WCET) estimate of
each task is known; its actual execution time is never greater
than the WCET and is a random variable whose statistics can
be measured.
We further assume that there are two voltage (and corresponding frequency) levels; the frequency levels are denoted
fhigh and flow , respectively. Extending the work to more than
two levels is quite simple; however, circuits’ supply voltages
keep dropping with advances in technology and so the scope
for a large number of levels is shrinking.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
compares our approach to related prior work. Section III
presents the algorithm we use and Section IV some simulation results. The paper concludes with a brief discussion in
Section V.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Since its introduction by Weiser et al. in [3], DVFS has
been widely studied. Pillai and Shin developed perhaps the
most widely cited DVFS algorithms for real-time systems;
this is used as a baseline in studying the performance of our
algorithm [1]. Aydin et al. developed a DVFS technique to use
average workload information to predict the early completion
of future executions and use this extra slack to further slow
down the processor while keeping the timing constraint in
view [4]. In [5], the authors designed and implemented a
DVFS algorithm aiming at reducing the power of the whole
system, not only that of the processor. This was integrated
with a dynamic slack-based scheduler for real-time system
[6], to select a feasible frequency. In [7], Bini et al. developed a framework to analyze and design real-time systems
minimizing the energy consumption with timing constraints.
This framework takes into account discrete processor speed
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levels, scaling overhead, and the impact of I/O. Zhuo et al.
described a system level energy efficient task scheduling to
reduce both CPU power and external device power [8], [9].
Lu et al. introduced a procrastination-based DVFS to achieve
energy savings for systems with discrete frequencies [10].
Cho et al. consider computational workloads with parallel
regions, running on a multi-processor system. Using Amdahl’s
Law, they derive frequency allocations that improve both
energy consumption and performance [11].
DVFS has also been applied for thermal management of
processors. Murali et al. propose an approach to keep the
temperature below a threshold by using an offline computed
table and online frequency selection according to the table
[12]. Zhuo et al. propose a workload prediction scheme based
on which a PID DVFS controller is used to maximize the
performance without violating the thermal related reliability
constraint [8]. Lee et al. develop a temperature-aware DVFS
where the temperature is predicted using performance counters
[13].
These works either slow down the processor regardless
of the workload characteristics [1], [4], [5], [7] or use task
profiling to predict workload behavior [8], [10]. In none of
these is the parallelism of the task estimated and then used for
thermal management, as is done in this paper.
III.

W ORKLOAD -AWARE VOLTAGE S CALING A LGORITHM

Like all DVFS algorithms for real-time systems, we exploit
the slack that is generated when the workload utilization is less
than 1.
Slack can be classified as static or dynamic. Static slack
is known ahead of time; it is the extra time left over, even
if all tasks run to their (known) worst-case execution times
(WCETs). Dynamic slack is additional slack that is generated
whenever a task finishes early, i.e., without consuming its
WCET. Dynamic slack is known only upon task completion
and expires at the deadline of the generating task. We assume
a periodic workload; techniques exist to handle aperiodic tasks
within the framework of periodic workloads [14].
The WA-DVFS presented in this paper is designed to
make a DVFS decision every pre-defined time step (∆T a
configurable parameter). The voltage and frequency scaling
decision is based on the available slack and the parallelism of
the current workload. There will be no deadline miss using the
proposed WA-DVFS algorithm since it uses the same static and
dynamic slack policy as in [1]. Based on offline profiling, the
workload is divided into the following four parts and the slack
needed to run each individual part under lower voltage and
frequency is calculated: high-IPC portion within the average
execution time (AET), low-IPC portion within AET, highIPC portion in WCET beyond AET and low-IPC portion in
WCET beyond AET. At the beginning of every time step,
the current ILP level is classified as either high or low, using
the observed Instruction Per Cycle (IPC) in the previous time
step. After that, the available slack is updated (by adding the
newly generated dynamic slack and removing expired and used
slack). If the slack reserved for current parallelism (high or
low) is enough to execute the workload under lower voltage
and frequency for the coming time step without missing the
deadline, voltage and frequency scaling is applied.

The pseudo code of our algorithm is presented in Figures
1 to 5. An initialization step, to record the available static
slack, is carried out every LCM (Least Common Multiple)
of the task periods, as shown in Figure 2. The total available
static slack at the beginning is calculated based on the WCETs
(denoted by sstatic ). The slack values needed to slow down
the high- and low-IPC portions of the AET (denoted by
shighAET and slowAET ) are then calculated (lines 2 and 3).
Then, the slack needed to slow down the high-IPC part of the
WCET above the high-IPC portion of the AET (denoted by
shighW CET −AET ) is calculated in line 4. The rest of the code
consists of allocating slack to the four parts of the workload
mentioned above. Allocation stops once the slack has been
exhausted. For example, if the slack is only sufficient to slow
down the high-IPC portion of the AET, none will be left for
the other portions. Slack reserved for the high IPC portion
(shigh ) will be increased by the amount of slack reserved
for the high-IPC portion of the AET. (Dynamic slack, to be
discussed below, is also assigned in the same order.) These are
initial and static allocations. Slack reserved for the high/low
IPC portion (shigh/low ) will be updated dynamically as new
slack is released or the current slack expires.
After initial static slack assignment at the beginning of each
LCM of task periods, the available slack for high-/low- IPC
phase is set equal to the pre-calculated static slack (line 15).
Dynamic slack will be set to 0 since the dynamic slack expires
at the beginning of each LCM (Figure 2, lines 16 to 22). At
the beginning of every time step, the IPC value is updated with
counter values from the previous time step (except for the very
first time step since it has no previous step). The available
slacks (slow and shigh ) will also be updated. To update, the
HandleNewSlack(t) and HandleExpiredSlack(t)
functions are called.
The function HandleNewSlack(t) (shown in Figure
4) assigns newly available dynamic slack from tasks which
finish early in the previous time step. The amount of slack
and its expiry time from task i will be saved in S[i].slack
and S[i].expire, respectively; the amount is the difference
between the worst-case and actual execution time. When a
deadline is reached, the slack associated with that task iteration
expires. The total amount of newly available dynamic slack is
accumulated in sdnew (Figure 4, lines 1 to 5). Assignment
of the newly available dynamic slack is carried out using the
same order as used in the static slack assignment (lines 6 to
15).
To deal with the expired slack, the function
HandleExpiredSlack(t) removes the slack in the
reverse order in which it was assigned; slack assigned to the
low-IPC portion of the WCET will be removed first. The
function UseSlack(s) (Figure 3) handles the use of the
available slack. Note that a dynamic slack is always associated
with a deadline; slack are used in an earliest-deadline first
order.
IV.

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

A. System Configuration
We compare our algorithm to the previously developed
DVFS technique by Pillai and Shin (denoted by P-DVFS) [1]
in terms of chip lifetime. We use both synthetic and standard

Notation
fhigh : Processor high frequency level, normalized to 1
flow : Processor low frequency
pi , wei /aei : Period, WCET/actual execution time of task
i
LCM : Least common multiple of all pi s
h: Execution time of high-IPC phase at fhigh
l: Execution time of low-IPC phase at fhigh
sstatic : Static slack
sdnew /sdexpired : Newly-obtained/expired dynamic slack
shighAET /lowAET /highW CET /lowW CET : Slack needed to
slow down the 4 high/low IPC phases
shigh /slow : Current available slack for high/low IPC phase
S[i].slack, S[i].expire: Amount and expiry time of slack
for task i
∆T : time step
IP Cthreshold : IPC threshold used to separate high- and
low-IPC
IP Clast : IPC in the previous time step
Mh /Ml : Statistical mean execution time of high-/low-IPC
as a fraction of the low-IPC part in the worst case
f : Frequency the processor is running at
tsim : Simulation time, initialized at 0
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WA-DVFS:
At every time step
IF tsim mod LCM =0
Initialize( )
IF tsim = 0
f = fhigh
ELSE
set IP Clast equal to the average IPC in the past time
step
HandleNewSlack()
HandleExpiredSlack(tsim )
IF IP Clast ≥ IP Cthreshold
1
IF shigh ≥ ( flow
− 1) ∗ ∆T
f = flow
1
shigh = shigh − ( flow
− 1) ∗ ∆T
1
UseSlack(( flow − 1) ∗ ∆T )
ELSE
f = fhigh
ELSE
1
− 1) ∗ ∆T
IF slow ≥ ( flow
f = flow
1
slow = slow − ( flow
− 1) ∗ ∆T
1
UseSlack(( flow − 1) ∗ ∆T )
ELSE
f = fhigh
tsim = tsim + ∆T

Fig. 1.

Workload-Aware Dynamic Voltage/Frequency Scaling

benchmark (SPEC06) workloads to study the performance of
our algorithm. The synthetic workload is based on power traces
generated using the observed roughly linear dependence of
power consumption on IPC. This linear relation is obtained
using linear regression over SPEC06 benchmarks. All workloads contain only low and high IPC phase(s). In the low (high)
IPC phase(s) of the synthetic power traces, the IPC value has
a normal distribution around a specified low (high) mean IPC

Initialize( )
1 shigh =0, sP
low =0
n
2 sstatic = i=1 wei ( Pn
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i=1
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ei /pi

− 1)

1
− 1)
shighAET = h ∗ Mh ∗ ( flow
1
slowAET = l ∗ Ml ∗ ( flow − 1)
1
shighW CET −AET = h ∗ (1 − Mh ) ∗ ( flow
− 1)
For s in (shighAET , slowAET , shighW CET , slowW CET )
IF sstatic > 0
IF s ≤ sstatic
reserve s amount slack for corresponding portion
sstatic -=s
ELSE
reserve sstatic amount slack for corresponding portion
sstatic = 0
ELSE break
Update shigh and slow according to above reservation
FOR i in 1 to n
S[i].slack = 0
S[i].expire = +∞
shigh = sstatichigh
slow = sstaticlow
sdynamichigh = 0
sdynamiclow = 0

Fig. 2.

Initialization

UseSlack(s)
1 FOR ALL tasks i in S, in S[i].expire ascending order
2 IF S[i].slack ≥ s
3
S[i].slack− = s
4
break
5 ELSE
6
s− = S[i].slack
7
S[i].slack = 0
Fig. 3.

Slack Consumption

value.
The simulated system has two frequency levels, a high
frequency of 2.0 GHz and a low frequency of 1.2 GHz. (As
mentioned previously, it is fairly straightforward to extend this
work to more than two frequency levels.) The power files of the
workloads were obtained using Gem5 [15] and McPAT [16].
The power files using different DVFS algorithms are sent to
HotSpot [17] to get the temperature trace using different DVFS
algorithms. Temperature is then used to calculate the aging of
processor after running the workloads.
The Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) is a widely used metric
to express processor lifetime. The MTTF due to common
permanent failure mechanisms (e.g., electro-migration and
oxide-breakdown) under a stable temperature was studied in
[18]. To model the lifetime of a processor with time-varying
temperature, we use the thermal aging factor, γ [19]: a
processor with thermal aging factor γ1 executing for time τ
will experience the same thermal impact as the same processor
with thermal aging factor γ2 executing for time γγ21 τ . When run
at a constant temperature of T , γ = 1/M T T F (T ), which is
also known as the failure rate.

HandleNewSlack(t)
1 sdnew = 0
2 FOR ALL task i finishes during t − ∆t
3 S[i].slack=wei − aei
4
sdnew + = S[i].slack
5 S[i].expire=deadline of task i
6 For s in (shighAET , slowAET , shighW CET , slowW CET )
7 IF sdnew > 0
8
IF s ≤ sdnew
9
reserve s amount slack for corresponding portion
10
sdnew − = s
11
ELSE
12
reserve snew amount slack for corresponding portion
13
sdnew = 0
14
ELSE break
15 Update shigh and slow according to above reservation
Fig. 4.
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Injecting New Slack

HandleExpiredSlack(t)
sdexpire = 0
FOR ALL S[i].expire ≤ t
sdexpire + = S[i].slack
S[i].slack = 0
S[i].expire = +∞
For s in (sdlowW CET , sdhighW CET , sdlowAET , sdhighAET )
IF sdexpire > 0
IF s ≤ sdnew
sdexpire − = s
s=0;
ELSE
s-=sdexpire
sdexpire = 0
ELSE break
Update shigh and slow according to above reduction

Fig. 5.

Slack Expiry

This model can be extended fairly simply to time-varying
temperatures as follows. Due to thermal inertia, it is reasonable
to assume that the temperature of a processor remains stable
over a short interval dt. Since the system workload is periodic,
the benefit of the proposed WA-DVFS over P- DVFS is
R T0 +P
Lif timeW A−DV F S
Lif etimeP −DV F S

− 1 = R TT00+P
T0

γP −DV F S (t)dt

γW A−DV F S (t)dt

− 1, where P

is the LCM of the periods of all tasks.
B. Numerical Results
The performance of the proposed algorithm running synthetic workloads is shown in Figures 6 and 7. Figures
6 and 7(a, b), show the lifetime benefits of WA-DVFS
when the workload execution time is accurately estimated
(AET=WCET). Figure 6 shows the lifetime benefit of WADVFS when there is only a single low IPC phase and a single
high IPC phase in the workload. Each curve in Figure 6 shows
the impact of a different length of the high IPC phase (denoted
by “H=”) as a fraction of the WCET.
Figure 6(a) shows the lifetime benefits of WA-DVFS and

P-DVFS over the situation where DVFS is not applied. Compared with no DVFS, using DVFS gains a significant lifetime
improvement. The proposed WA-DVFS performs better than
P-DVFS. Figures 6 (b) and (c) show the benefit of WA-DVFS
over P-DVFS when the IPC difference between the low and
high IPC phases is large or small. In these two figures, when
the utilization is close to 1, little or no slack is available
and the two algorithms behave similarly as there is limited
opportunity for voltage scaling. At the other extreme, for low
utilizations (below 0.6 in our example), there is enough slack
to run the entire workload at the low voltage and frequency
and all scaling algorithms behave the same. Between these
two extremes, WA-DVFS outperforms P-DVFS by more than
15% when the workload contains intervals of sufficient IPC
disparity. Since WA-DVFS relies on such a disparity for its
functioning, as the disparity drops, so does the benefit of this
algorithm over P-DVFS (see Figure 6(c)).
We next consider the impact of the phase length and
the algorithm time-step, ∆T . In Figure 7(a), the benefit of
WA-DVFS over P-DVFS for four values of the phase length
(expressed as a multiple of the processor’s thermal timeconstant τthermal =25ms), is shown. Here, we assume that the
high- and low-IPC segments are of equal length and that the
task consumes its WCET. As the segment size drops below
about a quarter of the thermal time-constant, the benefit of WADVFS drops as well since the processor has an opportunity to
cool down during the low-IPC segments.
For obvious reasons, the step size, ∆T , of WA-DVFS can
affect its performance; this is explored in Figure 7(b). Here the
workload has a single low IPC phase and a single high IPC
phase. Up to a step size of 50 ms, there is little degradation
in performance; beyond that, the algorithm’s performance
deteriorates markedly. This is because a large ∆T is a measure
of the granularity of the segment over which scaling is carried
out. With a large step, parallelism will be monitored less
accurately. Slack smaller than the amount needed to slow down
a step will not be wasted.
The case where execution time is not accurately estimated
is studied in Figure 7(c). In this figure, the length of the
low/high IPC phase is assumed to be 0.5 of the total expected
execution time. “L”(“H”) is the ratio of the actual length of the
low (high) IPC phase to the WCET. As before, the comparison
is against P-DVFS.
In Figure 7(c), the slacks are assigned according to the
expected length of each phase. WA-DVFS behaves slightly
worse than P-DVFS for a certain utilization range, especially
when the actual high IPC phase is short. This is because
the proposed algorithm assigns slack according to its prior
(inaccurate) information and assigns more slack to the high
IPC phase than needed. Since the actual high IPC phase is
shorter than expected, the high-IPC phase does not use all its
assigned slack which is then wasted.
Next, we study the performance of WA-DVFS on real
(not synthetic) benchmarks. The high and low IPC phases
are provided by the hmmer and mcf SPEC06 benchmarks,
respectively. Figure 8 (a) compares the performance of WADVFS and P-DVFS to no DVFS . The workload used contains
a single low IPC phase and a single high IPC phase and the
workload execution time is accurately estimated. The results in
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these two figures are consistent with the results shown earlier
in Figure 6(a).
Figure 8(b) compares the performance of WA-DVFS and
P-DVFS when the actual execution is lower than the WCET.
The result is similar to that in Figure 7(c). When the actual
length of the high IPC phase is smaller than the length of
the low IPC phase, WA-DVFS performs marginally worse
than P-DVFS for some utilizations. This result indicates that
the profiling of workload can be used to decide when to
use WA-DVFS and when to use P-DVFS. When the actual
ratio length of low IP C/length of high IP C is larger

than estimated and the utilization is small, P-DVFS is the
better choice. Furthermore, as seen in Figure 8(c), WADVFS offers some energy savings over P-DVFS (calculated
as 1 −

Energy W A−DV F S
Energy P −DV F S

).

Figure 9 shows the temperature variation when using WADVFS and P-DVFS for a given utilization. This variation is
expressed as the standard deviation of temperature of individual functional blocks within the processor. As expected,
WA-DVFS has a lower temperature variation than P-DVFS.
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Temperature variations when Using WA-DVFS and P-DVFS

V.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, a workload-aware DVFS algorithm is proposed to extend the lifetime of processors in CPS and realtime systems where deadline constraints must be met. This
algorithm is motivated by the fact that the actual parallelism
of computational workloads can vary widely with time. The
realized parallelism in the execution is limited by both the
inherent logical parallelism (or sequentiality) of the code and
the ability of the hardware platform to support superscalar
execution. Modern superscalar processors which are capable
of supporting a high degree of instruction-level parallelism
are increasingly being used in high-end CPS applications. The
natural variability that exists within the logical parallelism of
the code gives us an opportunity to preferentially apply the
available slack to slow down the more energy-dense highlyparallel part of the execution, thereby achieving higher energy
savings and reducing thermal stress over a traditional real-time
DVFS approach.
This algorithm is lightweight; modern processors provide
the facility to easily estimate current levels of instruction-level
parallelism. Such an approach is most useful in conditions
where the utilization is moderate, when the variation in the
execution time of individual tasks is not large, and when the
contiguous phases of high and low parallelism are longer than
the thermal time constant of the processor. This algorithm can
be applied instead of the standard DVFS algorithm when such
conditions are satisfied. In such cases, our results indicate
that this algorithm achieves better than 15% extension in
the mean lifetime. We have also studied the case where the
estimated execution time is different from actual one. The
proposed algorithm still gains more than a 10% benefit at some
utilizations.
Extensions to this algorithm, currently under development,
include task allocation to multicore platforms to maximize the
benefit from WA-DVFS, and using learning-based methods to
augment a priori information about the workload and thereby
enhancing the performance of this algorithm.
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